
Our mission is to provide transparent, rapid, and trusted managed security services 
(MSSP). Our analysts and threat hunters are highly skilled Cyber Security practitioners with 
decades of experience in the real world, we don’t do “theory”. We aim to reduce the noise 
experienced by a traditional Security Operations Centre and test your defences to ensure the 
technology we have put in place is worth the investment. A simple mission with effective 
results. Find out more at tiberium.io.

Ransomware
Could be disruptive
to your whole
business. Could you
prevent, detect or
contain it?

IS FROST RIGHT FOR YOU?

ABOUT US

INTRODUCING FROST - OUR FULLY AUTOMATED SERVICE
TO REDUCE CYBER RISKS, DETECT PROBLEMS & REACT
IMMEDIATELY

DOES THIS LOOK LIKE YOU?

CAN YOU PROTECT AGAINST THESE COMMON THREATS? WE CAN  

Phishing
The most likely way
for malware and
attackers to get in.
Can you spot it and
block it? 

Your reputation
Your own IP or
sensitive customer
information. Can you
prevent it being
stolen?

Risks
You know there are
risks out there but not
which ones are real
threats to you

Business
You want to focus on
your business, not
choosing tools and hiring
people to run them

Automatic
You want a service that is
going to catch and stop
the most common things
itself

Clarity
You want incident
information that will
mean something to
whoever has to deal
with it

Office 365
You use Office 365
now or will do soon

Standard
Your Microsoft estate
is pretty much out of
the box

Anti Virus
You have a basic
Anti Virus product

Roles
You don’t have (or
want to have) a
security team

WE CAN HELP IF...

https://www.tiberium.io/
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WHAT DOES FROST DO?

PREVENT
THESE

DETECT
THESE

REACT
BY

Phishing Ransomware &
Malware

Missing patches Unauthorised
account access

Unauthorised
applications

Isolating
devices

Stopping active
processes

Blocking access
to sites

Removing
malicious files

or emails

Supporting
forensic
analysis

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Your logs and a rapidly deployed Microsoft Sentinel Workspace stay in your
environment. We configure connectors to provide us the security event data we need. We
can take logs from almost anything that creates them and has security value.

We check the configuration of your environment and can automatically harden the
Microsoft elements to best practice to reduce the attack surface.

Like a SOC, but better...
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Fast... really fast!

Rapid CI/CD
deployment
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Prevent more, detect faster, react automatically

WHAT DO WE DO DIFFERENTLY?

With no legacy platforms to deal with, we built from the ground up with
DevSecOps innovation giving unmatched speed and automation. 

A world-first native MS Team integration means we can work as part
of your organisation and interact naturally. It's just better way of
working.

Our collaboration with Microsoft means we can get the best out of their
tools and your licences. If your existing tools aren’t Microsoft but have open
APIs, we can maximise that investment too.

We add a dedicated Teams channel to collaborate with you and
your staff. 

Leveraging our experience and automation, we are able to work
in a world of high-fidelity alerts and not noise. 

Real-time dashboards help you keep tabs on any alerts and
how the service is running. Views are customised for executives
and technical resources

We can do this in hours rather than the weeks and months a
legacy MSSP may take
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Want to know more?

Click here to arrange a call or a demonstration

Visit out website for a full view of everything we do

https://hubs.la/H0Y43Nm0
https://hubs.la/H0Y43-70

